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EASTERN UNIVtrRSITY, SRJ LANKA

DE-PARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

FIRST EXAMINATION IN SCIENCE - 2OLL/2OL2

FIRST SEMESTER (Jan./Feb., 2OL4)

AM 151 - MATHEMATICA

( Proper & RePeat)

Time : Two hoursnswer aII questions

(b)

(c)

(a) If r is an apploxirnation to t/o, it can be shown that ; (".;) is a better

approxiniation. Use Nestlist to obsdrve the first 10 approximations obtained in

computing /5, starting with r : 100'

The 20il, prime number is 71. Find all the numbers less than 71 which are not

prime.

i. Factor +rE +ari + +.

(3 - 3)
ii. Simpiify the given exPression

r-t-1

(.r) i Evaruate l*di#*
/I

ii. Evaluabe lim I .- 
"_l+ \lnz

_l_\r-r)

iii. Find the third clerivative of the function Sft) : f - Ji * e-2t



(e) Let A : and B
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the AT, BT

verify that (AB)r : Br '{.
Find all solution of the equation 13 :2r * 1'

Consicler the paralleiepipecl with sides a : i + k, b : 2i * i * 3k and c : i * i *

i. Find the volurrie.

ii. Find the area of the face determined by b and c.
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(a) Plot the graph of the function f (r) : [ 'r- 
*'

the function is discontinuous . 
[ ;'

if r<L
, and indicate w

if r27

(b) Find the equation of the tangent line to the curve y :

and the sketch the graph of the tangent iine'

(c) Piot the graph showirrg the region under the curve g

ancl then fintt the area of the region.

(cl) PIot the polal clrr*ve represented by 'r :2 when

i.0S01r,
ii. -r1430<r14,,
iti. -2r 4 0 32n,

wlrere ,: V/,r, +,yr.

(e) Find ail the critical numbers for the function f(r) : rn/t(, = 4)''

(f) Consider the sequer,"" {(-t;'-r #}*.*".^"_ l, -) bn ) n=t
i. List the first 7 terms of the sequence

ii. Deterrnine whetirer tlte sequence converges'

iii. Find the sum of the [r-st 7-terms of the sequence.

iv. Find the sum of the first n terms of the sequence'

. v. Find the sum of the entire sequence (from 1 to oo).

1-+

- 
at the point (2, -1/L+fr

:fr4 -1 to r:



8' (o)

I

(b)

Find the area of the surface generated. by rotating the curve y :
about the y axis.

Strppose a curve C is defined by the parametric equation r : t2,

i. Plot the curve.

€",0(r11,

'g:t3 - 3t.

ii. Find the equation(s) of bhe tangent line(s) to the curve at the point (3,0).

iii. Plot the tangent line(s) at the point (3,0).

(c) use mathernatica to find the general solution of the logistic equation

da(t) /"=#:(r_a,y(t))s(t).

Approximate the popuiation using r : 0.03, a : 0.0001, and y(0) : 5.3.

Investigate the behavior of the solution when the initial population is varied.
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